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Abstract The primary goal of this paper is to introduce two new surface reflectivity climatologies.
The two databases contain the Lambertian-equivalent reflectivity (LER) of the Earth’s surface, and they are
meant to support satellite retrieval of trace gases and of cloud and aerosol information. The surface LER
databases are derived from the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME)-2 and Scanning Imaging
Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric Chartography (SCIAMACHY) instruments and can be considered
as improved and extended descendants of earlier surface LER climatologies based on the Total Ozone
Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS), GOME-1, and Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) instruments. The GOME-2
surface LER database consists of 21 wavelength bands that span the wavelength range from 335 to 772 nm.
The SCIAMACHY surface LER database covers the wavelength range between 335 and 1670 nm in 29
wavelength bands. The two databases are made for each month of the year, and their spatial resolution
is 1∘ × 1∘. In this paper we present the methods that are used to derive the surface LER; we analyze
the spatial and temporal behavior of the surface LER fields and study the amount of residual cloud
contamination in the databases. For several surface types we analyze the spectral surface albedo and the
seasonal variation. When compared to the existing surface LER databases, both databases are found to
perform well. As an example of possible application of the databases we study the performance of the
Fast Retrieval Scheme for Clouds from the Oxygen A-band (FRESCO) cloud information retrieval when it
is equipped with the new surface albedo databases. We find considerable improvements. The databases
introduced here can not only improve retrievals from GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY but also support those
from other instruments, such as TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI), to be launched in 2017.

1. Introduction

The reflectivity of the Earth’s surface is an important input parameter for many satellite retrievals of atmo-
spheric composition. Examples are the retrieval of trace gases such as ozone, NO2, BrO, CH2O, H2O, CO2, CO,
and CH4, and of cloud information and aerosol optical depth. Ideally, the surface reflectivity is described by
a bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) and the radiative transfer models used are able to
include the BRDF for every order of reflection by the model surface. This paper deals, however, with the con-
cept of Lambertian surface reflection. The surface reflectivity is therefore assumed to be isotropic. The appli-
cability of assuming an isotropic surface reflectivity in satellite retrieval depends, for example, on the viewing
direction, i.e., on the swath of the measuring instrument. For Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for
Atmospheric Chartography (SCIAMACHY), which has a narrow swath of 960 km, the BRDF effect of the viewing
direction is not so important, because it is close to nadir viewing, but for Global Ozone Monitoring Experi-
ment (GOME)-2, with a wide swath of 1920 km, the BRDF is important. Certainly, inclusion of the BRDF is the
next step in including surface properties (see, e.g., Vasilkov et al. [2017], for a recent approximation of BRDF
for atmospheric retrievals). This will be done in a future paper.

Using the surface LER instead of the BRDF is a simplification, but in many practical situations the full BRDF is
not available, or the radiative transfer code that has to be used is not equipped to handle the BRDF properly.
As a result, many of the current atmospheric composition retrieval schemes are based on radiative transfer
calculations including Lambertian surface reflection. Some examples are the retrieval of NO2 [e.g., Boersma
et al., 2011; Bucsela et al., 2013], formaldehyde (CH2O) [e.g., de Smedt et al., 2015; Hewson et al., 2015], and
cloud products [e.g., Lelli et al., 2012; Veefkind et al., 2016]. In these cases, feeding the radiative transfer model
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Table 1. Characteristics and Properties of the Surface LER Databases Discussed in This Paper and of the Satellite
Instruments From Which the Databases Were Deriveda

Surface LER Database/Instrument

TOMS GOME-1 OMI SCIAMACHY GOME-2

Data set time range 1978–1993 1995–2000 2005–2009 2002–2012 2007–2013

Selected wavelength bands 2 11 23 29 21

Wavelength range covered (nm) 340–380 335–772 328–499 335–1670 335–772

Band width (nm) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Spatial resolution (∘ Longitude × ∘ Latitude) 1.25 × 1.0 1.0 × 1.0 0.5 × 0.5 1.0 × 1.0 1.0 × 1.0

Satellite Nimbus-7 ERS-2 Aura Envisat MetOp-A

Equator crossing time (LT) 12:00b 10:30 13:45 10:00 09:30

Dayside flight direction S→N N→S S→N N→S N→S

Number of days for global coverage 1 3 1 6 1.5

Pixel size at nadir (km × km) 50 × 50 320 × 40 24 × 13 60 × 30c 80 × 40

Number of usable pixels per orbit ∼12,000 ∼1,300 ∼83,000 ∼4,000 ∼11,000
aSpecific information about the wavelength bands can be found in Table 2.
bThe equator crossing time of the Nimbus-7 satellite drifted slowly to 10:45 LT during the mission of the TOMS

instrument.
cFor the largest part of the orbit and for most of the wavelength bands that were selected.

with surface reflectivity values taken from a BRDF will result in correct first-order reflection via the surface but
wrong secondary and higher orders. In these situations, using the Lambertian-equivalent reflectivity (LER) of
the surface is the proper thing to do.

Several surface LER databases have been introduced in the past. The first one, created by Herman and Celarier
[1997], was derived from measurements performed by the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS)
instrument, for the wavelength bands at 340 and 380 nm (see Table 1). Like for the other surface LER databases
discussed in this paper, the task of finding cloud-free scenes that allow retrieval of the surface LER was based
on statistical methods. Corrections for residual cloud contamination were not performed for the TOMS surface
LER. Such corrections were performed for the GOME-1 surface LER database developed by Koelemeijer
et al. [2003]. More importantly, this database comprises 11 wavelength bands, ranging from 335 to 772 nm
(cf. Tables 1 and 2). A next step forward was made with the introduction of the OMI surface LER database by

Table 2. Wavelength Bands of the Surface LER Databases Discussed in This Paper and Their Atmospheric
Applicationsa

Wavelength (nm) TOMS GOME-1 OMI SCIAMACHY GOME-2 Application

328 + +b +b ozone, HCHO, SO2

335 +c + + + ozone, HCHO

340 +d + + cloud, aerosol, HCHO, BrO

342 + cloud, aerosol, HCHO, BrO

345 + cloud, aerosol, HCHO, BrO

354 + + + cloud, aerosol, HCHO, BrO, OClO

367 + + + cloud, aerosol, OClO

372 + cloud, aerosol, OClO

376 + cloud, aerosol, OClO

380 + + + + + cloud, aerosol, OClO

388 + + + cloud, aerosol, OClO

406 + cloud, aerosol

416 + + + cloud, aerosol

418 + cloud, aerosol

425 + + + cloud, aerosol, NO2
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Table 2. (continued)

Wavelength (nm) TOMS GOME-1 OMI SCIAMACHY GOME-2 Application

440 + + + + cloud, aerosol, NO2

442 + cloud, aerosol, NO2

452 + cloud, aerosol, NO2

463 + + + + cloud, aerosol, NO2, O2-O2

471 + cloud, aerosol, NO2, O2-O2

477 + cloud, aerosol, NO2, O2-O2

488 + cloud, aerosol, NO2, O2-O2

494 + + + + cloud, aerosol, NO2

499 + cloud, aerosol

510 + + cloud, aerosol

526 + + cloud, aerosol

546 + + cloud, aerosol

555 + + + cloud, aerosol

564 + + cloud, aerosol

610 + + cloud, aerosol, H2O

614 + cloud, aerosol, H2O

640 + + cloud, aerosol, H2O

670 + + + cloud, aerosol, H2O, O2-B

758 + + + cloud, aerosol, O2-A

772 + + + cloud, aerosol, O2-A

862 + cloud, aerosol, H2O

875 + cloud, aerosol, H2O

1030 +e cloud, aerosol, H2O

1052 +e cloud, aerosol, H2O

1245 + cloud, aerosol, H2O

1560 + cloud, aerosol, H2O, CH4, CO2

1592 + cloud, aerosol, H2O, CH4, CO2

1630 + cloud, aerosol, H2O, CH4, CO2

1670 + cloud, aerosol, H2O, CH4, CO2

aAll wavelength bands are located outside strong gaseous absorption bands in order to avoid complicated
modeling of the radiative transfer. The wavelength bands are 1 nm wide in all cases.

bRetrieval of the surface LER below 330 nm is challenging, if not impossible, because of the small contri-
bution of the surface to the TOA reflectance; the 328 nm wavelength band is not part of the GOME-2 and
SCIAMACHY databases introduced in this paper.

cThe 335 nm wavelength band of the GOME-1 surface LER database is expected to be affected by several
radiometric calibration issues [Koelemeijer et al., 2003, section 5.1].

dIn their paper, Herman and Celarier [1997] conclude that the TOMS surface LER at 340 nm is more or less
equal to that at 380 nm, at least within measurement accuracy and disregarding absorption effects of aerosols;
the surface LER at 340 nm is, for this reason, not included in the TOMS surface LER database.

eThe SCIAMACHY surface LER at the 1030 and 1052 nm wavelength bands is retrieved for larger footprint
sizes for most of the orbit; see section 3.2.

Kleipool et al. [2008]. Here a new statistical method was presented to better determine which of the observed
scenes are in fact representative cloud-free scenes. This new approach was referred to as the MODE-
LER approach and replaced the previous method only for certain conditions (mainly snow/ice and desert
surfaces). The previous method, denoted as the MIN-LER method, was not abandoned but presented along-
side the new method, allowing the user to choose. Apart from this retrieval improvement the OMI surface LER
database was a big improvement due to the much smaller measurement footprints (Table 1). A smaller foot-
print size increases the chance of finding cloud-free scenes [Krijger et al., 2007], which reduces the amount
of residual cloud contamination in the database. In the OMI surface LER database the wavelength range is
limited to 499 nm because of the spectrometer’s spectral range.
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There exist a number of non-Lambertian surface albedo databases, such as the Medium-Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (MERIS) black-sky albedo (BSA) database [Popp et al., 2011]. This database offers a high spatial
resolution of 0.25∘ × 0.25∘ and a set of wavelength bands comparable to that of the GOME-1 surface LER
database. In fact, over the ocean the BSA was not retrieved and here the provided values in the MERIS database
were taken from the GOME-1 surface LER database. There are fundamental differences between BSA and sur-
face LER. The BSA is the integral of the BRDF over the entire hemisphere, whereas the surface LER is derived
from the much smaller range of viewing angles of the satellite’s observation geometry.

In this paper we introduce two new surface reflectivity climatologies, one derived from the SCIAMACHY
instrument and the other derived from GOME-2, the successor of the GOME-1 instrument. The GOME-2
surface LER database covers the same wavelength range as the GOME-1 database, 335–772 nm, but contains
more wavelength bands (cf. Table 2). The SCIAMACHY surface LER database offers a longer spectral range of
335–1670 nm in 29 wavelength bands. The footprint sizes of the two satellite instruments are significantly
smaller than those of the GOME-1 instrument. As a result, residual cloud contamination is much less of an issue.
Scenes with large amounts of absorbing aerosols are filtered out, reducing the impact of absorbing aerosol
on the retrieved surface LER. Both databases contain both the MIN-LER and MODE-LER fields, as the OMI
surface LER database does. These databases are not primarily meant to replace the already existing databases.
They were first and foremost derived to support atmospheric composition retrievals from SCIAMACHY and
GOME-2 observations, under the assumption that a retrieval algorithm for a particular satellite instrument is
best served by a surface albedo climatology that was derived from the same satellite instrument.

This paper is structured in the following way. In section 2 we introduce the GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY satel-
lite instruments. Section 3 introduces the statistical methods that are used to derive the surface LER from the
satellite measurements. The algorithm setup is described in section 4. After that, section 5 shows qualitative
results in the form of global maps of the surface LER as well as surface LER spectra for various surface type
regions. In this section we also look for residual cloud contamination in the databases. A quantitative inter-
comparison of the surface LER databases is presented in section 6. This is followed in section 7 by an error
analysis focused on the impact of radiometric calibration errors. In section 8 we analyze the performance of
the new surface LER databases when they are used in the Fast Retrieval Scheme for Clouds from the Oxygen
A-band (FRESCO) cloud retrieval algorithm. A summary and conclusion are provided at the end of the paper.

2. Instrument Description
2.1. GOME-2
The GOME-2 instrument [Munro et al., 2016] is the successor of the successful spectrometer Global Ozone Mon-
itoring Experiment (GOME) [Burrows et al., 1999]. The first GOME-2 instrument was launched on 19 October
2006 as part of the MetOp-A satellite platform into a near-polar, Sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude of
820 km. A second GOME-2 instrument was brought into space on 17 September 2012 as payload of the
MetOp-B satellite. The third and last GOME-2 instrument is planned for launch on board the MetOp-C plat-
form in 2018. The orbital period is about 101 min, and the local crossing time of the equator is 09:30 A.M. for
the descending node. In the descending node the instrument faces the sunlit side of the Earth.

The GOME-2 spectrometer measures Earth’s radiance and the solar irradiance from 240 to 800 nm using
four spectral channels with a spectral resolution of 0.3–0.5 nm. Next to the four spectral channels, special
polarization measurement devices (PMDs) were installed to measure the state of polarization of the detected
light [Callies et al., 2000]. An orbit swath of 1920 km wide, twice of that of its predecessor GOME, is achieved
via an internal mirror scanning back and forth. The scanning sequence is on purpose asymmetrical in scan
speed/duration: 4.5 s from east to west, followed by a fast back scan in 1.5 s. The integration time (IT) used
for most of the sunlit portion of the orbit is 0.1875 s, yielding 24 measurement footprints in the forward scan
of the instrument. The footprints collected this way measure 80 × 40 km2 (across track × along track). Global
coverage of the Earth’s surface is achieved in 1.5 days.

2.2. SCIAMACHY
The remote sensing spectrometer SCIAMACHY (Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric
Chartography) [Bovensmann et al., 1999] was launched on 1 March 2002 on board the Envisat satellite into a
near-polar, Sun-synchronous orbit, with an orbital period of about 100 min. The descending node of this orbit
is in the orbit part that passes the sunlit side of the Earth; the local crossing time of the equator is 10:00 A.M.
A major design difference with respect to GOME-2 is that SCIAMACHY has the ability to perform not only nadir
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measurements but also limb measurements. In limb mode, the instrument can observe a certain volume of
the atmosphere which then about 7 min later is observed in nadir mode. The nadir and limb modes are usually
being alternated along the orbit. The data collected this way are stored in blocks called “states.” A typical nadir
state covers a geographical area of roughly 960 × 490 km2 (across track × along track).

The nadir scanning sequence of SCIAMACHY is similar to that of GOME-2: a forward scan (in 4.0 s) is followed
by a fast reverse scan (in 1.0 s). The orbit swath is 960 km wide, half of that of GOME-2. The wavelength range
covered by SCIAMACHY is 240–2380 nm, with a spectral resolution of 0.2–1.5 nm. A second major difference
compared to GOME-2 is that the nadir spectrum is divided into 56 wavelength regions, called “clusters,” that
are all read out with their own integration time (IT). This allows a higher spatial resolution for the most impor-
tant spectral regions. Typical ITs are 0.25 s (pixel size 60 × 30 km2) and 0.5 s (pixel size 120 × 30 km2). Within
a state the ITs are fixed, but along the orbit the ITs of the clusters can vary with the start of each state. Global
coverage (in nadir mode) is achieved in 6 days. Contact with the Envisat satellite was lost on 8 April 2012, more
than 10 years after launch.

3. Retrieval Methods
3.1. Lambertian-Equivalent Reflectivity
The two surface LER databases introduced in this paper are derived from Earth reflectance measurements
performed by GOME-2 or SCIAMACHY. We adopt the following definition for the Earth reflectance at top of
atmosphere:

R = 𝜋I
𝜇0E

. (1)

In this equation, I is the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) Earth radiance (in Wm−2 sr−1 nm−1) and E denotes the
incoming TOA solar irradiance perpendicular to the solar beam (in Wm−2 nm−1). The parameter𝜇0 is defined as
𝜇0 =cos 𝜃0, where 𝜃0 is the solar zenith angle. A similar shorthand will be used below for the viewing direction:
𝜇=cos 𝜃, where 𝜃 stands for the viewing zenith angle. The viewing and solar azimuth angles will be denoted
𝜙 and 𝜙0, respectively.

In this paper we focus on Lambertian surface reflection of clear-sky scenes. For such cases, the dependence
of the observed Earth reflectance on the albedo As of the surface is simply given by [Chandrasekhar, 1960]

Robs
(
𝜇, 𝜇0, 𝜙 − 𝜙0,As

)
= R0

(
𝜇, 𝜇0, 𝜙 − 𝜙0

)
+

As T
(
𝜇, 𝜇0

)

1 − Ass⋆
. (2)

The first term at the right-hand side, denoted by R0 and called the path reflectance, represents the purely
atmospheric contribution to the TOA reflectance, i.e., the situation of an atmosphere bounded below by a
perfectly black surface. Assuming a cloud-free, aerosol-free Rayleigh scattering atmosphere, this term is easily
calculated with a radiative transfer model. The second term represents the surface contribution to the TOA
reflectance. This term depends on the surface albedo As and also on the total atmospheric transmission of the
atmosphere T and on the albedo of the atmosphere for illumination from below, expressed by the spherical
albedo s⋆. The parameters T and s⋆, like R0, are easily calculated by a radiative transfer model [see, e.g., Tilstra
et al., 2012a].

The input parameters that are required for the radiative transfer calculations are viewing and solar angles,
ozone column, and surface height. The ozone columns are taken from the GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY level
2 ozone column products. When the level 2 ozone column is not available or not to be trusted, we rely on
assimilated total ozone columns as backup. Next to ozone absorption, also absorption by O2 –O2 and NO2 is
taken into account. For O2 –O2 and NO2 we use the fixed atmospheric profiles which are part of the standard
Mid-Latitude Summer (MLS) atmosphere [Anderson et al., 1986] we rely on. The surface height is calculated for
each measurement footprint using the ETOPO-2 elevation database [National Geophysical Data Center, 2006].
Look-up tables are generated that can provide the parameters R0, T , and s⋆ as a function of the solar and
viewing angles, ozone column, and surface height.

For a given Earth reflectance, the surface albedo of the assumed Lambertian surface of the scene can now be
determined analytically from equation (2). It is given by

As =
Robs
𝜆

− R0
𝜆

T𝜆(𝜇, 𝜇0) + s⋆
𝜆

(
Robs
𝜆

− R0
𝜆

) , (3)
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Figure 1. Earth reflectance spectrum measured by SCIAMACHY on 2 August 2002 for the specified geographical
location. The spectrum reveals a typical clear-sky scene over vegetated land. Different colors are used to distinguish
the eight spectral channels of the SCIAMACHY instrument. Black circles and vertical gray lines indicate the positions
of the wavelength bands listed in Table 2 for the SCIAMACHY surface LER database. The wavelength bands of the
GOME-2 surface LER database are all located below 800 nm and mostly placed at the same position as for SCIAMACHY.

where the dependence on the wavelength 𝜆 is now made explicit. For a large fraction of the satellite obser-
vations, however, equation (3) will not yield the surface LER, because in many cases the atmosphere contains
clouds and/or aerosol not accounted for in the clear-sky radiative transfer simulations. So in fact, As is the
scene LER. The issue of cloud screening is addressed in section 3.3. The impact of aerosol and the efforts to
screen for absorbing aerosol are discussed in section 4.3.

3.2. Wavelength Bands
The wavelength bands contained in the GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY surface LER databases are listed in Table 2,
along with their relevance to atmospheric retrieval. Table 2 additionally lists the wavelength bands that are
contained in the TOMS, GOME-1, and OMI databases, for comparison and to illustrate the heritage from these
databases. In all cases the reported wavelengths are the center wavelengths of 1 nm wide wavelength bands.
In Figure 1 we present a reflectance spectrum observed by SCIAMACHY for a typical cloud-free scene over
vegetated land. The spectral ranges of the instrument’s eight spectral channels are indicated by the horizontal
bars on top of the graph. Black circles in combination with vertical gray lines indicate the positions of the
wavelength bands as presented in Table 2. These wavelength bands were carefully positioned outside strong
absorption bands, in the continuum parts of the spectrum, avoiding as much as possible spectral regions
where lower instrument performance is to be expected. We used absorption band spectra and MODTRAN
calculations to find the optimal positions for which absorption by water vapor or other atmospheric con-
stituents is negligible.

For GOME-2 there are no complications defining the wavelength bands, as the integration time (0.1875 s) and
footprint size (80 × 40 km2) in the spectral range above 320 nm are constant for all data used. SCIAMACHY
is different compared to GOME-2 in the sense that the integration time of the measurements (and therefore
the footprint size) can vary over its entire spectral range (per cluster, see section 2.2) and also over the orbit
(per state). The difference in IT for different clusters is an additional complication as this breaks the link
between the various parts of the spectrum. This can be repaired by binning the smaller measurement foot-
prints to larger measurement footprints. At the same time, the goal is to use the smallest footprints possible,
in order to increase the chance of finding cloud-free measurements for every position on the globe. For that
reason, the challenge was to position the wavelength bands in such a way that only clusters with relatively
short ITs (0.25 s or lower for most of the orbit) are used.

This was not always possible, which is the reason why for the SCIAMACHY surface LER database the 416 nm
band is not retrieved, and the 610 nm band had to be shifted somewhat to 614 nm (in the neighboring cluster).
Additionally, the 1030 and 1052 nm bands are located in a cluster for which the IT is 1.0 s for most of the orbit.
This cannot be avoided. The surface LER values for these two wavelength bands are therefore retrieved in a
separate run, for larger pixel sizes (240 × 30 km2) for most of the orbit. This has an impact on the quality of
the surface LER values for these two wavelength bands, although simulations of the impact of pixel size using
other wavelength bands showed that the outcome at 1030/1052 nm should still be quite acceptable.
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Of high importance to the surface LER retrieval is the 670 nm wavelength band, whose reflectance will be
used to decide whether the measurement footprint is that of a clear-sky scene or not (see section 3.3). For the
GOME-1 surface LER database this was also the wavelength band adopted for this particular task. The reason
for using the 670 nm wavelength band is twofold. First, the longer wavelength reduces the simulated R0

𝜆
, T𝜆,

and s⋆
𝜆

in equation (3) owing to the 𝜆−4 dependence of Rayleigh scattering optical thickness. This decreases
the impact of radiative transfer modeling uncertainty. Second, the Earth reflectance at this wavelength is
relatively low for most surfaces, making it more easy to distinguish cloud-free scenes from clouded scenes.
This also holds for scenes over vegetation as shown in Figure 1, for which the reflectance increases rapidly for
longer wavelengths because of the reduced absorption by chlorophyll and other pigments and because of
leaf and canopy scattering.

3.3. From Scene LER to Surface LER
The majority of scenes observed by satellite instruments contain clouds and/or aerosols [Krijger et al., 2007].
For these situations, application of equation (3) does not yield the surface LER but a more general parameter
called scene LER. This issue could in principle be addressed by applying cloud screening using collocated
cloud information as has been done by, for instance, O’Byrne et al. [2010]. However, in our paper we rely on
statistical methods and considerations that do not require cloud information as input.

3.3.1. “MIN-LER” Method
Under normal conditions the presence of clouds tends to increase the TOA reflectance compared to the
clear-sky case, thereby increasing the scene LER value above the actual surface LER value. This fact was used
in the retrieval of the TOMS and GOME-1 surface LER databases to find the collection of clear-sky scenes from
which the surface LER can be deduced. In practice, this means that one assumes that the lowest values of
the scene LER which are recorded for a certain geographical location over a sufficiently long period of time
(say, 1 month) are representing cloud-free scenes. The scene LER values that are retrieved for these scenes are
then averaged to find the location’s surface LER.

The logic behind this method is visualized in the upper two windows of Figure 2. These windows contain
histograms of all the scene LER values for a particular 1∘ × 1∘ grid cell retrieved by SCIAMACHY at 670 nm for
the month of March over the years 2002–2012. The selected grid cells are located over land or ocean and are
indicated by the red circles in the provided world maps. The bin size used for the histograms is 0.02. The large
spread in the scene LER values is caused primarily by the large variability in cloud presence in the∼340 scenes
that are contained in the distributions. The lowest values are the ones that are representative for clear-sky
scenes. Therefore, the 1% cumulative value of the scene LER distribution is assumed to be representative for
the surface LER (at 670 nm). And the collection of associated clear-sky scenes can be used to calculate the
surface LER at all the wavelength bands. This is the method that was used in the GOME-1 surface LER database.
The surface LER retrieval method in which the 1% cumulative value of the scene LER distribution is used will
be called the MIN-LER method in the remainder of this paper, following the notation adopted by Kleipool
et al. [2008].

3.3.2. “MODE-LER” Method
In the paper by Kleipool et al. [2008] a new method was introduced that performs better for desert areas and
snow/ice situations. The need for this newer method is explained in the lower two windows of Figure 2. The
histograms belong to grid cells over snow (Greenland) and desert (Sahara). In both cases the distributions are
relatively narrow. In the desert case, the scene LER distribution is not dominated by cloud presence but rather
by a real variability in the surface albedo and possibly by changes in aerosol presence due to dust storms.
In either case, the 1% cumulative value clearly is an underestimation of the real value, and a more appropriate
value would be the mode of the distribution (indicated by the red vertical line). For the snow case, clouds
cannot influence the scene LER much, because of the high albedo of the snow surface. As a result, the best
guess for the surface LER in this situation is the mode of the distribution.

The approach introduced by Kleipool et al. [2008] selects for each individual grid cell either the 1% cumulative
value of the distribution or the mode, depending on the surface type and the properties of the scene LER
distribution. The selection process is summarized in the flowchart presented in Figure 3. If the number of
observations N is too low (N ≤ 5), then the absolute minimum of the scene LER distribution is taken as a
best guess. However, grid cells with low N are eventually replaced using the postprocessing step described
in section 4.5. When enough observations are present (N > 5), the grid cell is checked for the presence of
snow, sea ice, or permanent ice. This is done on the basis of snow/ice information from the Near-real-time Ice
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Figure 2. Histograms of all the 670 nm scene LER values accumulated by SCIAMACHY for four different 1∘ × 1∘ grid cells.
The histograms contain all valid measurements from the month of March of the years 2002–2012. The geographical
locations of the centers of the grid cells are indicated by the red circles in the provided maps. Dotted blue vertical lines
indicate the 1% cumulative value; solid red vertical lines represent the mode of the distribution.

and Snow Extent (NISE) daily snow/ice database [Nolin et al., 1998]. This snow/ice test is only performed for
grid cells outside the 5∘S–5∘N latitude band. When the percentage of measurements that were classified as
“snow,” “sea ice,” or “permanent ice” is above a certain threshold (10%, 1%, and 20%, respectively), then the
mode of the scene LER distribution should be used to find the grid cell’s surface LER value. The thresholds
make sure that enough snow/ice scenes are contained in the histograms. This is important, as the retrieval
algorithm needs a minimal amount of snow/ice scenes for the typical “snow/ice peak” to be picked up as the
mode of the distribution.

When this was not the case, then the surface type (land/water) is determined from a GTOPO30 surface type
database. When the cell is classified as “water,” then the 1% cumulative value is taken for the cell’s surface
LER. When the cell is classified as “land,” then first the standard deviation 𝜎 of the distribution of the scene
LER is calculated. If this standard deviation is below 0.1, then the area is considered to be a typical arid desert
area and the mode of the scene LER distribution is used to find the grid cell’s surface LER value [Kleipool et al.,
2008]. If the standard deviation exceeds 0.1, then the 1% cumulative value is taken for the cell’s surface LER.
If at this point the grid cell has not been assigned a processing strategy, it is assumed to cover a coastal area
and the 1% cumulative value is taken for the cell’s surface LER. In the remainder of this paper we will refer to
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Figure 3. Flowchart for determining the method to adopt for calculating the MODE-LER surface LER from the observed
scene LER values inside each of the grid cells. The outcome can be either “minimum,” “1% cumulative,” or “mode.”
To be able to walk through the flowchart, the retrieval algorithm requires information on snow/ice presence, surface
type (land/ocean), and the standard deviation 𝜎 of the scene LER distributions. More details are provided in the
main text.
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the surface LER retrieval method in which the flowchart in Figure 3 is followed as the MODE-LER method,
following the notation used in Kleipool et al. [2008].

4. Algorithm Setup and Corrections
4.1. Description of the Algorithm Setup
The algorithm consists of a chain of steps that need to be taken. The first step is to take the level 1 orbits
and to extract the reflectances at the wavelength bands, along with the necessary measurement parameters,
such as 𝜃, 𝜃0, 𝜙−𝜙0, time, latitudes, and longitudes. For SCIAMACHY we used level 1 version 7.04; for GOME-2
we used level 1 version 5.3. The results are stored in intermediate orbit files, which are considerably smaller
than the original level 1 products. In the next step, first the correction factors for instrument degradation are
calculated, as mentioned in section 4.2, and applied to the reflectances. Then the required input parameters
are determined. These are the surface type and height, ozone column, Absorbing Aerosol Index (AAI), and the
NISE snow/ice indicator. The scene LER is calculated using equation (3). Now a second set of intermediate orbit
files is produced, containing the scene LER and all necessary measurement and input parameters. Parameters
which are no longer needed, such as the Earth reflectance and the ozone column, are not stored to keep the
orbit files as small as possible.

The next algorithm step is performed for each month of the year and employs the method explained in
section 3.3, where the basic transition from scene LER to surface LER is described. Both the MIN-LER and
MODE-LER products are retrieved. In principle all valid 670 nm scene LER measurements are used but scenes
with high solar zenith angles (𝜃0 > 85∘) are filtered out as well as scenes with large amounts of aerosols
(see section 4.3) and scenes affected by solar eclipse events. Scenes affected by sun glint are not filtered out
explicitly as they do not have an impact on the surface LER retrieval: the retrieval algorithm is targeted for
the scenes with the lowest scene LER values. For the selected GOME-2 data (MetOp-A, 2007–2013), this typi-
cally leads to about 520 scene LER values per grid cell per month for the mission; for SCIAMACHY this number
is about 330. The algorithm builds histograms of the 670 nm scene LER for each grid cell to determine for
each grid cell whether to use for the MODE-LER product the mode of the distribution or the 1% cumulative
value. Based on this, it determines the representative cloud-free scenes according to the methods explained
in section 3.3. These cloud-free scenes are those scenes whose scene LER falls within the histogram bin that
makes up the mode of the distribution, or they are the scenes that have a scene LER below the 1% cumulative
value. The time stamps of all the cloud-free scenes are recorded for each grid cell. A following step determines
the surface LER for all the wavelength bands by searching through the intermediate orbit files for the selected
scenes using the time stamps and by averaging.

After that, two postprocessing steps are applied. The first one deals with the detection and removal of resid-
ual cloud contamination, explained in section 4.4. The second step performs the filling in of missing data,
described in section 4.5. The final step of the algorithm chain combines the data from all 12 months into one
HDF-5 file. This file contains the MIN-LER and MODE-LER fields and also field definition, accuracy, and flags.
More information on the algorithm setup can be found in the Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document (ATBD)
[Tilstra et al., 2015].

4.2. Instrument Degradation and Correction
Instrument degradation affects the Earth reflectance measurements performed by GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY,
in particular in the UV wavelength range [Tilstra et al., 2012a]. As a result, it has an impact on the surface LER
values that are retrieved. The reflectances are therefore corrected using a method for in-flight degradation
correction that was introduced for the SCIAMACHY instrument [Tilstra et al., 2012a]. This method was shown
to work equally well for the GOME-2 instrument [Tilstra et al., 2012b].

4.3. Aerosol Screening
Scattering aerosols, like clouds, tend to increase the scene LER. Scenes containing scattering aerosols are auto-
matically discarded as the surface LER retrieval algorithm is in most cases targeted for the lowest scene LER
values. The presence of absorbing aerosol, however, can lower the scene LER value below the actual surface
LER value, leading to an underestimation of the retrieved surface LER in desert and biomass burning areas
[Herman and Celarier, 1997; Fournier et al., 2006]. In the GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY surface LER retrievals we
therefore filter out scenes that contain large amounts of absorbing aerosols.

This aerosol screening is performed using the Absorbing Aerosol Index (AAI) [Torres et al., 1998; de Graaf et al.,
2005] as an indicator for the presence of absorbing aerosol. The AAI is not taken from an external database but
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Figure 4. Global maps of the surface LER retrieved by GOME-2 at 380, 440, 555, and 772 nm for the month of February.
The surface LER type presented here is the MODE-LER.

calculated within the processing chain, from the 340 and 380 nm wavelength bands. This has the advantage
that AAI information is always available, for the same level 1 data version that is used. The approach that was
followed to calculate the AAI is the one explained in Tilstra et al. [2012a]. Scenes with AAI values above 2 index
points were filtered out.

4.4. Residual Cloud Contamination
For certain geographical locations, at least for certain months of the year, the method explained in section 3.3
does not always yield sufficiently cloud-free scenes for all grid cells. The retrieved surface LER values in these
cases are based on cloud-contaminated scenes, overestimating the actual surface albedo. This happens most
often over ocean surfaces, in particular in the region near 60∘S, where clouds are almost continuously ob-
structing the view to the surface.

In a postprocessing step, all ocean grid cells are checked for residual cloud contamination by inspecting the
surface LER value reported at the 772 nm wavelength band. At this wavelength band the contrast between
ocean surface and cloud cover is the highest. Whenever the surface LER value at 772 nm exceeds a value of
0.03, the algorithm assumes that the grid cell’s surface LER spectrum is cloud contaminated. The grid cell is
then replaced entirely by a donor grid cell. This donor grid cell is searched in the vicinity of the original grid
cell and should be an ocean grid cell of the same month, not suffering from cloud contamination.

4.5. Filling of Missing Data
Missing data occur at the polar regions during polar night. Empty grid cells, or grid cells with a low number of
observations (N<20), are replaced by donor grid cells from the same grid position but from one of the other
months. Donor grid cells must have enough observations (N > 20) and the same surface type as the grid cell to
be replaced. The surface type can be either land, “sea,” snow, sea ice, or permanent ice and is found consulting
the NISE daily snow/ice database [Nolin et al., 1998]. In all this, the donor grid cell of the closest month has
preference.

5. Results
5.1. Global Maps
In Figure 4 we present global maps of the surface LER retrieved by GOME-2 for the month of February at 380,
440, 555, and 772 nm. At 380 and 440 nm there are a lot of structures visible over the ocean. These struc-
tures are related to spatial variations in the concentration of phytoplankton, colored dissolved organic matter
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Figure 5. Global maps of the SCIAMACHY surface (MODE-)LER retrieved at 875, 1052, 1245, and 1560 nm for the month
of February. Compare with Figure 4.

(CDOM; also called yellow substance), and detritus. All these organic components absorb radiation in the UV,
unlike pure water which absorbs most radiation at the longer wavelengths. Comparison with Sea-viewing
Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) sea surface chlorophyll a monthly climatology images [NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center, 2014] explains most of the structures found in Figure 4 very precisely. This includes
the band of low surface LER values near the equator in the Pacific ocean which is related to upwelling of
chlorophyll-rich water. It also explains the band of low surface LER extending from the coast of Argentina
toward the east and passing by Africa to the south, as well as the lower values found near many coastal
areas of the continents. Note that these phenomena were already observed by Herman and Celarier [1997] at
380 nm and later by Koelemeijer et al. [2003] at 440 nm. At 555 and 772 nm water is the dominant absorber
and consequently the spatial and seasonal variations found in Figure 4 at these wavelengths are low.

Over land, the diversity in surface types is large and this is reflected in the spatial variation and spectral
dependence found in Figure 4. At 380 nm the surface LER of most land surfaces is lower than that of the
ocean. Exceptions are desert areas, such as the Sahara, the Arabian Peninsula, and the Gobi desert, and the
snow/ice-covered surfaces near the poles and northern latitudes. At 440 nm the surface LER over land is more
or less similar to that at 380 nm, but over desert areas it is higher, and over the wet tropical rainforests it
is slightly lower. At 555 nm the surface LER for all land surfaces is larger, with peak values reached over the
Sahara desert. Already, some spatial structure related to (differences in) vegetation can be seen. The presence
of vegetation is most pronounced, however, at 772 nm. At this wavelength the absorption by chlorophyll for
vegetation is much lower, resulting in much higher surface LER values. The surface reflectivity in this case
depends on the type and amount of vegetation as well as the state (health) of the vegetation. This again leads
to seasonal dependences, which will be discussed in section 5.3.

We now proceed to longer wavelengths making use of the SCIAMACHY surface LER database. Figure 5
presents the surface LER retrieved by SCIAMACHY for the month of February at 875, 1052, 1245, and 1560 nm.
At 875 nm all land surface types show higher reflectivities compared to the situation at 772 nm. The surface
LER of snow/ice areas on the other hand is lower, and sea ice can now easily be distinguished from snow-
covered land. Proceeding to 1052 nm, the surface LER of snow/ice drops further, while vegetated areas reach
their maximum reflectivity. Advancing to 1245 nm, the reflectivity of snow/ice has become even less than that
of the Sahara desert, and the surface LER of vegetated land has gone down as well. At 1560 nm the surface
LER values of snow/ice areas and vegetated land have gone down even further. We can clearly recognize the
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Figure 6. Color composite images of the Earth’s surface constructed from GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY surface LER values
for the months of March, June, September, and December. The wavelength bands used for the GOME-2 images are
440 nm (blue component), 555 nm (green component), and 670 nm (red component), resulting in true color images.
In contrast, for the SCIAMACHY images the wavelength bands used were 875, 1245, and 1670 nm, respectively.
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tropical rainforests, which now have lower surface reflectivities than the surrounding areas. There are two
areas in the northern latitudes which show very low surface albedo values (blue colors). These two areas,
located in a band near 55∘N in North America and Eurasia, are covered by evergreen needleleaf forests not
found in such abundance elsewhere. For all other wavelength bands presented earlier, these two areas did not
stand out from the other vegetated areas, but here they do. The additional wavelength bands contained only
in the SCIAMACHY surface LER database (see Table 2) therefore contribute to a more complete description of
the Earth’s surface reflectivity.

5.2. Cloud Contamination
Figure 6 presents color composite images of the Earth’s surface for the months of March, June, September, and
December. We first concentrate on the images in the left column. These images were based on the GOME-2
surface LER grids from the wavelength bands centered at 440, 555, and 670 nm, serving as the blue, green,
and red components, respectively. As the images are essentially true color images, they provide information
on the surface (water, soil, and vegetation), snow/ice cover, and the seasonal variation and also on potential
residual cloud contamination. Indeed, some mild cloud structures can be discerned in Figure 6. They are most
easily found over the dark ocean surface, but also over land certain areas can be found where residual cloud
contamination is an issue. Note that no attempt is made in the surface LER retrieval algorithm to correct for
residual cloud contamination over land (see section 4.4).

In tropical Africa, near the coastline of the Gulf of Guinea, cloud structures are visible in Figure 6 for the months
of June and September. These cloud structures are caused by the penetration of sea breeze cloud fronts into
the African coast. This happens most persistently from June till October. A second region showing cloud con-
tamination is the northern part of South America. The cloud structures here are also caused by sea breeze
clouds, mainly in the months of January till April. The exact location of the cloud structures changes with the
position of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). This second area is in some months connected to the
first one by an invisible trail over the Atlantic Ocean where for many of the ocean grid cells a correction for
residual cloud contamination was performed. The two areas also show a larger estimated uncertainty, a typ-
ical indication that the surface LER is based partly on scenes with at least some degree of cloud presence.
Other regions where cloud contamination is an issue are found in Southeast Asia and China.

The SCIAMACHY color composite images made from the same wavelength bands (not shown in Figure 6) are
almost identical to the GOME-2 images shown in Figure 6 (left column), with slightly less cloud contamination,
perhaps owing to the smaller footprint size. We also compared the GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY images with the
ones based on the GOME-1 and OMI surface LER databases (not shown). The GOME-1 images show a lot of
features related to cloud contamination, mostly caused by the large footprint size of the GOME-1 instrument.
Also, the GOME-1 database sometimes mistakenly classifies cloud contamination in the area near 60∘S as sea
ice. The OMI instrument has the smallest footprint size, and therefore the OMI color composite images show
less cloud contamination features in the northern part of South America. In some other regions, however, the
OMI images show more pronounced cloud contamination features than the GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY images
do. Note that differences in local overpass time (see Table 1) may explain differences in cloud contamination
simply because of the diurnal cycle of cloud presence.

The right column of Figure 6 presents SCIAMACHY color composite images for the same set of months but
based on the SCIAMACHY surface LER grids from the wavelength bands centered at 875, 1245, and 1670 nm.
These images are not true color images. However, they are even more useful for tracking down residual cloud
contamination over the ocean, because the albedo of the ocean is very low for all three wavelength bands
involved (see, for instance, Figure 7). Some of the blue/white haze over the ocean shown in the GOME-2
images is not visible here, as the haze was caused by the ocean’s higher surface albedo (mainly at 440 nm).
Some structures remain, though, clearly pointing to residual cloud contamination in the surface LER
database. The SCIAMACHY images in the right column of Figure 6 also demonstrate that the combination of
near-infrared wavelength bands can be used to distinguish more detail in the surface albedo. Also, snow/ice
can be better distinguished from cloud presence, thereby allowing us to check for the presence of residual
cloud contamination over snow/ice surfaces.

5.3. Surface LER Spectra
Calculations of spatial averages and standard deviations of surface LER spectra were performed for a selection
of surface types. The 12 regions that were defined for this are listed in Table 3. The surface type was con-
strained using the Matthews land usage database [Matthews, 1983]. Next to the constraint on surface type,
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Figure 7. Surface LER spectra, based on the SCIAMACHY surface LER database, calculated for the surface type regions defined in Table 3, and presented for the
months of February (red), May (brown), August (green), and November (blue). The additional gray spectra represent the standard deviation in the surface LER
spectra contained in the surface type regions. For “Antarctica” and “Greenland” only the retrieved spectra for two of the four months are displayed, as explained
in the main text. The surface LER type presented here is the MODE-LER.

we set constraints on latitudes and longitudes and filtered out grid cells that partly contained coastal areas.
Furthermore, we checked, using NISE snow/ice information, that all land surface grid cells that were used were
classified as completely snow free for all of the months, except for the Antarctica and Greenland regions. In a
similar way, all ocean grid cells that were used were checked to be completely free of sea ice.

In Figure 7 we present the results that were based on the SCIAMACHY surface LER database. Each of the 12
windows presents the average surface LER as well as the standard deviation as a function of wavelength, for
the months of February, May, August, and November. The colored curves refer to the surface LER averages,
the gray curves to the standard deviations (see both legends in Figure 7). The surface LER type used is the
MODE-LER surface type. An analysis like this one was performed earlier by Koelemeijer et al. [2003] for the
GOME-1 surface LER database. The difference is that by using the SCIAMACHY surface LER database we can
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Table 3. Definition of the Surface Type Regions Studied in Figure 7

Description Matthews Land Type Latitude Range Longitude Rangea

Atlantic Ocean −9999 1−59∘N 20−48∘W

Pacific Ocean −9999 30∘S–30∘N 135−175∘W

Indian Ocean −9999 0−45∘S 60−94∘E

Sahara desert 30 16−27∘N 12∘W–15∘E

Arabian Peninsula 30 15−34∘N 37−61∘E

Australian desert 30 15−30∘S 114−145∘E

Antarctica 31 73–85∘S 0–45∘E

Greenland 31 70–80∘N 31–48∘W

Amazonian tropical rainforests 1 15∘S–10∘N 40–85∘W

Asian (sub-)tropical forests 2, 5, 7, 9 10–35∘N 70–125∘E

Deciduous forests 9–11 0–40∘N –

Grasslands 23–28 35∘S–35∘N –
aThe en dash indicates that no constraint was set on the longitude.

study the spectral range from 335 to 1670 nm, where the GOME-1 surface LER database is by definition limited
to the wavelength range 335–772 nm.

For the three ocean spectra, the extended wavelength range does not add much, though. The spectra follow
the general behavior illustrated earlier in section 5.1 and are in satisfactory agreement with the GOME-1
spectra, with the exception that the SCIAMACHY spectra do not level off above 600 nm. Instead, the sur-
face LER continues to drop slowly with wavelength, which is more realistic and confirmed by the GOME-2
spectra. Notice the small bump in surface LER and standard deviation around 1050 nm. It is caused by the
1030/1052 nm wavelength bands, which are read out using a longer IT (see section 3.2), making them more
susceptible to residual cloud contamination. The performance is still quite acceptable considering the very
small values of the ocean albedo at these two wavelengths. The seasonal variations are modest and some-
what smaller than those found for the GOME-1 database. Also, the standard deviation is smaller, by a factor
of about 2. The SCIAMACHY surface LER over the oceans is therefore more homogeneous than the GOME-1
surface LER. This is most likely due to the many more and much smaller measurement footprints that were
involved in the retrieval (see Table 1).

The albedo spectra of the Sahara desert and the Arabian Peninsula follow the typical reflectivity spectrum
of desert sites. The surface reflectivity increases monotonously up to values of 0.6 and 0.5, respectively,
at 1670 nm. The spectrum of the Australian desert is similarly shaped but reaches much lower surface
reflectivities, up to 0.3 at 1670 nm, and shows features related to vegetation. The seasonal variation for the
three desert sites is rather modest. Compared to the GOME-1 spectra, the spectra are very similar but with
somewhat higher albedo values. Note that the GOME-1 database was essentially retrieved using the MIN-LER
approach (see section 3.3.1). The MIN-LER type SCIAMACHY spectra are indeed found to lie much closer to the
GOME-1 spectra. Note also that the SCIAMACHY surface LER retrieval filters out scenes with large amounts of
absorbing aerosol (see section 4.3). This type of filtering was not performed for the GOME-1 surface LER.

The snow/ice covered surfaces of Antarctica and Greenland are not observed during polar night. Surface
LER values are available in the databases for these periods, but they are the result of postprocessing filling
(see section 4.5) and are therefore not plotted in Figure 7. Compared to the GOME-1 spectra the spectra are
significantly different. Again, this is because the MODE-LER type is studied instead of the MIN-LER type. The
differences are almost completely gone when we also focus on the MIN-LER type for the SCIAMACHY spectra.
The differences between MODE-LER and MIN-LER spectra, in terms of the spectral dependence as well as the
seasonal variation, are remarkably large for snow/ice surfaces. Comparing the snow/ice spectra with spectra
from the ASTER spectral library [Baldridge et al., 2009], it was found that the MODE-LER spectra are more rep-
resentative for the typical snow/ice spectra in the ASTER database. This lends support for the introduction of
the MODE-LER type by Kleipool et al. [2008].

Finally, four categories of vegetated surfaces are studied: Amazonian tropical rainforests, Asian (sub-)tropical
forests, deciduous forests, and grasslands. All three forest spectra show the green bump around 550 nm and
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the sudden increase in reflectivity near 700 nm known as the red edge, both related mostly to chlorophyll
absorption, as well as the subsequent drop in reflectivity past 1350 nm, caused by water absorption in the
canopy. The grasslands spectrum also contains these features but less pronounced and somewhat smeared
out, like a mixture of dry vegetation and soil spectra. The seasonal variation for the Amazonian tropical rain-
forests is mild, as one would expect for an evergreen forest. The Asian (sub-)tropical forests and deciduous
forests show larger seasonal variations. The maximum reflectivity for both is reached for the month of July,
when vegetation health in the Northern Hemisphere reaches its maximum. The Asian (sub-)tropical forest
have the largest seasonal variation. At 1030 nm the reduction in albedo going from July to February is 0.10,
or 32%. We conclude, from all studied cases, that there is good qualitative agreement between the GOME-1
and SCIAMACHY surface LER databases.

6. LER Database Intercomparisons

For the verification of the GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY surface LER databases we take the much used GOME-1
and OMI surface LER databases as a reference. We also compare with the MERIS BSA database.

6.1. GOME-2 Versus SCIAMACHY Surface LER
6.1.1. MIN-LER Intercomparison
Figure 8a presents global maps of the differences between the GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY surface LER
databases for the 772, 555, 440, and 380 nm wavelength bands. The results that are shown apply to the month
of March, and the comparisons were performed for the MIN-LER products contained in the two databases.
At 772 nm the agreement is rather good, over both ocean and land. Over the oceans, below 60∘S, a dense col-
lection of red and blue dots reveals imperfections in the correction for cloud contamination, which is mostly
active in this region of the globe (see section 4.4). Generally speaking, however, the agreement is still quite
good in this region. Also, over land we find both negative (blue) and positive (red) differences. The differ-
ences are modest, up to 0.03, and might be partly explained by instrumental and orbital differences, but more
likely by actual differences in surface albedo over the different time periods covered, and/or by residual cloud
contamination. The polar regions show relatively large deviations up to 0.05 in absolute sense.

At 555 nm the agreement is, generally speaking, very good. The agreement over land is better than at 772 nm,
but over the ocean the agreement is slightly worse. At 440 nm the agreement over land is again very good and
comparable to the agreement over the ocean. At 380 nm the agreement is in principle reasonable, both over
land and ocean, but there appears to be a systematic offset in the LER difference. Note that both surface LER
databases were created using essentially the same retrieval algorithm. The reddish color, found for all surface
types and all latitudes bands, therefore suggests that the differences are due to radiometric calibration errors
in either of the two instruments.

To study the differences more closely, we analyze histograms of the differences. The (normalized) histograms
are presented in Figure 9a and are based only on the grid cells between 60∘S and 60∘N. Grid cells that were
flagged for residual cloud contamination were not filtered out. These grid cells were copied from nearby donor
cells by the retrieval code (see section 4.4) and are not considered “bad.” All four histograms are symmetric,
and their width is increasing with decreasing wavelength, both as expected. To explain, we expect the his-
tograms to be symmetric because the differences are governed by statistical fluctuations in two very similar
quantities which both should follow more or less similar statistics. We expect the width of the histograms
to increase as the wavelength decreases because the estimated retrieval error increases as the wavelength
decreases (see section 7). The histogram of the difference in surface LER at 380 nm is found to be offset by
0.017, while the offset found for the other wavelength bands is below 0.005, much smaller than the spread of
the histograms.
6.1.2. MODE-LER Intercomparison
In Figure 8b we present global maps of the differences between the GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY surface LER
databases, like before, but now for the MODE-LER product. Over the ice-free oceans there are no differences
compared to Figure 8a, because here the MODE-LER is by definition identical to the MIN-LER. Over land,
differences between MODE-LER and MIN-LER are found primarily over arid desert areas and over snow/ice
regions, as expected.

From Figure 8b we conclude that there is also a good agreement between the MODE-LER products of GOME-2
and SCIAMACHY. However, for certain areas there appears to be less agreement (for instance, in the Sahel
region) or some more spread (causing blue and red areas close to each other). Areas where the agreement is
better also exist (for instance, in the polar regions, but only for the first three wavelength bands presented in
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Figure 8. Global maps of the differences between the surface LER from the GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY surface LER
databases for the four wavelength bands indicated and for the month of March. The differences are based on (a) the
MIN-LER products and (b) the MODE-LER products. For both the MIN-LER and MODE-LER products the agreement
between GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY is very good except for the 380 nm wavelength band.

Figure 8b). We also studied histograms of the differences (not shown). These were found to be almost identical
to the ones presented in Figure 9a. This was to be expected, because MODE-LER and MIN-LER are identical for
the oceans and for most of the land surface types.

In the comparisons that follow we focus on the MIN-LER type only, for the following reasons: (1) for the GOME-1
surface LER this is the only type available; (2) the actual boundaries at which the MODE-LER type switches
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Figure 9. Histograms of the differences between (a) the GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY surface LER databases, (b) the GOME-2
and GOME-1 databases, (c) the GOME-2 and OMI databases, and (d) the SCIAMACHY and OMI databases. The results are
obtained for the month of March, for the four wavelength bands indicated. The histograms were based on all grid cells
between 60∘S and 60∘N, thereby excluding the polar regions and observations taken at high solar zenith angles.

from 1% cumulative to mode (see section 3.3.2) may be found at different geographical locations for different
databases, which in the comparisons would lead to unwanted features and an unfair comparison; and (3) the
results so far confirm that the MODE-LER is identical to the MIN-LER for essentially the largest portion of the
Earth’s surface.

6.2. GOME-2 Versus GOME-1 Surface LER
The GOME-1 surface LER database is well suited as a reference, because of the instrumental similarities
between GOME-1 and GOME-2. Additionally, the underlying retrieval algorithms of the two databases are to
a high degree comparable. Disadvantages are the very different footprint sizes of the satellite measurements
(GOME-1: 320 × 40 km2; GOME-2: 80 × 40 km2) and the differences in the time periods covered by the surface
LER databases (GOME-1: 1995–2000; GOME-2: 2007–2013). The GOME-1 surface LER database only contains
the MIN-LER product.

In Figure 10 we present a typical outcome of the comparisons between the two databases. The difference in
surface LER is again shown in global maps for the month of March, for the 772, 555, 440, and 380 nm wave-
length bands. At 772 nm there is a reasonable agreement over land and sea, but especially over land there are
lots of grid cells colored blue. A few red-colored areas exist, too. The largest, located north of India, lies com-
pletely in a region for which GOME-1 observations were never stored due to a data storage constraint of the
ERS-2 data recorder [Koelemeijer et al., 2003]. Over the oceans, below 60∘S, there are quite some blue-colored
features which are there primarily due to residual cloud contamination in the GOME-1 surface LER.

At 555 and 440 nm the agreement is good, with the exception of certain (blue-colored) areas over land, such
as in the northern part of South America. Other areas that show up in blue are the southern part of Africa and
parts of China, Indonesia, and the large snow/ice-covered areas in and near the polar regions. For the areas
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Figure 10. Global maps of the differences between the surface LER from the GOME-2 and GOME-1 surface LER
databases for the four wavelength bands indicated. The differences are based on the MIN-LER products from the
month of March. The agreement is reasonable except for the 380 nm wavelength band. Here there appears to
be an offset in the difference.

that are not covered by snow the differences in surface LER can go down to as much as −0.04. These snow-
free areas all turn out to be affected by residual cloud contamination in the GOME-1 surface LER database
[Koelemeijer et al., 2003, section 5.2, Figure 7]. The blue color given to these areas in Figure 10 therefore sug-
gests that the GOME-2 surface LER is less affected by residual cloud contamination than the GOME-1 surface
LER. This is most likely a result of the smaller footprint size of the GOME-2 measurements.

At 380 nm the global map is showing a lot of red-colored grid cells and the agreement is therefore less good.
In Figure 9b we present histograms of the differences in surface LER, in the same manner as before. This time,
however, the histograms are found to be asymmetrical and wider than before. The left sides of the distribu-
tions are less sloped and have a longer tail. Deeper analyses reveal that the left side of the distribution is
populated mostly by grid cells that for the GOME-1 surface LER are flagged as cloud contaminated, over both
land and ocean. Taking this into account, we conclude that there is a fair agreement between the two data sets
above 400 nm but that there is an offset between the two data sets below 400 nm. This offset, which amounts
to 0.014 at 380 nm, cannot be explained by residual cloud contamination in either of the two databases.

6.3. GOME-2 Versus OMI Surface LER
The GOME-2 surface LER is compared to the OMI surface LER in Figure 11. The comparison is again performed
for the month of March, for the MIN-LER product, but for a different set of wavelength bands because of
the shorter spectral range of the OMI instrument. The wavelength bands shown in Figure 11 are the ones
centered at 494, 440, 416, and 380 nm. At 494 nm, the agreement is very good, with only some areas deviat-
ing slightly from zero difference. The snow/ice covered areas, which turn up in blue and red in the Northern
Hemisphere and in blue in the Southern Hemisphere, have a better agreement when the MODE-LER prod-
ucts are compared. This is in line with what was reported in section 6.1.2. A few areas in the north of South
America are colored red and therefore appear to be suffering from residual cloud contamination in the
GOME-2 surface LER. Note that the footprint size of the OMI measurements is much smaller than that of the
GOME-2 instrument (see Table 1).

At 440 and 416 nm the situation is more or less comparable to that at 494 nm, but with slightly smaller dif-
ferences in the polar regions. At 380 nm the agreement has degraded somewhat and a persistent red haze is
present, similar to what was seen before in Figures 8 and 10. A difference is that the red color is spread out less
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Figure 11. Global maps of the differences between the surface LER from the GOME-2 and OMI surface LER databases
for the four wavelength bands indicated. The differences are based on the MIN-LER products from the month of March.
The agreement is satisfactory except for the 380 nm wavelength band.

homogeneously over the global map. The different orbital characteristics of the Aura satellite (see Table 1) may
have a hand in this. Histograms of the differences between the GOME-2 and OMI surface LER databases are
shown in Figure 9c. The histograms are quite symmetric and similar in width to the histograms shown earlier
in Figure 9a. For the 380 nm wavelength band we find, again, an offset of ∼ 0.017.

6.4. SCIAMACHY Versus OMI Surface LER
The results from this intercomparison can in principle be derived from the results of the “GOME-2 versus
SCIAMACHY” and “GOME-2 versus OMI” intercomparisons presented in sections 6.1.1 and 6.3. Nevertheless,
for the sake of completeness and clarity we present in Figures 12 and 9d the outcome of the comparison
between the SCIAMACHY and OMI surface LER databases, in the same format as before. In Figure 12 there
appear to be less red-colored (cloud related) features over the northern part of South America than in
Figure 11. This may be due to the smaller footprint size of SCIAMACHY compared to GOME-2.

6.5. Comparisons With MERIS BSA
In this section we present results from a comparison between the SCIAMACHY surface LER database and
the MERIS black-sky albedo (BSA) database [Popp et al., 2011]. The MERIS BSA database is a non-Lambertian
surface albedo database which was based on observations by Medium-Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
(MERIS) [Rast et al., 1999] between October 2002 and October 2006. The database provides the black-sky
albedo (discussed in section 1) at thirteen 10 nm wide wavelength bands, centered around 412, 442, 490, 510,
560, 620, 665, 681, 707, 754, 775, 865, and 885 nm, for each calendar month. The resolution of the latitude/
longitude grid is 0.25∘ × 0.25∘. Only land pixels were retrieved; pixels over the ocean were filled with the
GOME-1 surface LER, except for the last two wavelength bands. MERIS and SCIAMACHY were both launched
onboard the Envisat platform, and scenes observed by SCIAMACHY were also observed by MERIS, at nearly
identical times, under comparable viewing and solar angles.

Figure 13 provides a summary of the results. All results relate to calendar month of March, and differences
are between the SCIAMACHY MODE-LER and the MERIS BSA, for the MERIS wavelength bands indicated.
Ocean pixels were not plotted because the MERIS database was filled with the GOME-1 surface LER for these
grid cells. Figure 13 (first row) presents global maps of the differences for 490, 665, and 865 nm. Differences
are most prominent over snow/ice surfaces and are typically the largest at 865 nm. Figure 13 (second to
fourth rows) present maps of the African, South American, and Australian continents, for the 490, 665, and
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Figure 12. Global maps of the differences between the surface LER from the SCIAMACHY and OMI surface LER
databases for the four wavelength bands indicated. The differences are based on the MIN-LER products from the
month of March. The agreement is good for all wavelength bands.

865 nm bands. For all three continents the differences at 490 nm are relatively small. The differences are also
small at 665 nm for Africa and South America, but they are larger for Australia. At 865 nm the differences are
large for all three continents. The exception is the northern part of Africa, for which the differences are modest
for all three wavelength bands. Note that this region is retrieved in the SCIAMACHY surface LER retrieval
using the mode of the scene LER distribution, whereas the other areas are retrieved by the 1% cumulative
value. Apparently, the method of using the 1% cumulative value results in an albedo which is smaller than
the BSA, whereas the method that uses the mode of the scene LER distribution is more comparable to the
BSA approach.

The red colors in the northern part of South America are most likely due to residual cloud contamination
in the SCIAMACHY surface LER database. Note that the MERIS footprint size is about 0.3 × 0.3 km2, which is
much smaller than the SCIAMACHY footprint size of 60× 30 km2. As a result, the MERIS database suffers much
less from residual cloud contamination. The red band in Africa near the Sahel at 490 and 665 nm, however, is
not related to residual cloud contamination. This particular region is characterized by a transition from arid
deserts (to the north) to vegetated land (to the south). The MODE-LER algorithm responds to this transition
with a sudden switch from using the mode of the scene LER distribution to using the 1% cumulative value.
This is done on the basis of the standard deviation of the scene LER distribution in relation to a threshold
(see section 3.3.2). Lowering this threshold (below its current value of 0.1) indeed reduces the size of the red
band at 490 nm, indicating that the 1% cumulative value probably is more appropriate for this particular
region. However, in parallel to this a blue band appears for the 665 and 885 nm wavelength bands, indicating
that the 1% cumulative value is less suited for this particular region, at least for these two wavelengths.

Finally, Figure 13 (fifth row) presents histograms of the differences between SCIAMACHY surface LER and
MERIS BSA for the three continents. The colors relate to the wavelength bands at 490 nm (blue), 665 nm
(green), and 865 nm (red). Most striking is the increase in width of the distribution at 865 nm but also at 665 nm
for Australia. For Africa, the mean albedo differences (and full width at half maximum) found from the his-
tograms are 0.01(0.03), 0.00(0.03), and−0.02(0.07) for 490, 665, and 865 nm, respectively. For South America
the numbers are 0.01 (0.02), 0.00 (0.02), and −0.03 (0.06), and for Australia they are 0.01 (0.02), −0.03 (0.05),
and−0.05(0.05). The fact that the numbers are different for different surfaces combined with the large spread
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Figure 13. Comparisons between the SCIAMACHY surface LER and MERIS BSA databases. All results pertain to the
calendar month of March. (first row) Global maps of the differences between SCIAMACHY MODE-LER at 494, 670, and
862 nm and MERIS BSA at 490, 665, and 865 nm. (second to fourth rows) Regional differences for the African, South
American, and Australian continents, for the indicated wavelength bands. (fifth row) Histograms of the differences for
the three continents. In the histograms, blue denotes the 490 nm band, green the 665 nm band, and red the 865 nm
band.

found for 865 nm indicates that calibration issues are very likely not the cause of the differences. Also, the
radiometric calibrations of SCIAMACHY and MERIS have been compared extensively in the past [Acarreta and
Stammes, 2005; von Hoyningen-Huene et al., 2007; Kokhanovsky et al., 2007] and the instruments are expected
to agree within a few percent.

The explanation for the differences may be the Lambertian approximation inherent to the surface LER
approach, whereas the BSA approach integrates over all zenith angles of the reflected radiation. Indeed, the
Lambertian approximation for surface reflectivity holds better for the shorter wavelengths. In contrast to
the definition of the BSA, the surface LER is obtained for the limited range of viewing angles of the satellite
instrument. The BSA and surface LER are, therefore, likely to be representative for different viewing geometries.
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Figure 14. Overview of the LER database intercomparison results.
The differences are all obtained relative to the SCIAMACHY surface
LER. The dotted green curves illustrate the error in the retrieved
surface LER resulting from a range of absolute errors 𝛿R in the
observed reflectance. The results apply to the month of March,
and the surface LER type used is the MIN-LER type. However, the
results are representative for all months of the year and for the
MODE-LER type.

For the shorter wavelengths, this would be
less of an issue because here the illumi-
nation of the surface is more diffuse due
to multiple scattering. Please note that the
contrast in differences between 665 nm and
865 nm in South America and Africa are
related to the red edge of vegetation. We
observe that the SCIAMACHY–MERIS dif-
ferences become larger if the albedo itself
becomes larger, which occurs already at
665 nm for Australia. We conclude that the
agreement at the shorter wavelengths is
satisfactory and that the (partial) disagree-
ment for vegetated surfaces at the longest
wavelengths might be due to the stronger
anisotropy of the surface reflection.

7. Discussion and Error Analysis

We summarize our findings in Figure 14. The
plot shows the differences of the GOME-2,
GOME-1, and OMI surface LER databases
with respect to the SCIAMACHY surface LER
database, as a function of wavelength, for

the month of March, based on the MIN-LER type. The SCIAMACHY database was adopted as the reference
here mainly because it contains most of the wavelength bands of all the other databases. We also provided
comparisons with the TOMS surface LER database derived by Herman and Celarier [1997], valid for the interval
340–380 nm, and with the TOMS surface LER derived by Tanskanen and Manninen [2007]. The latter database,
valid for 360 nm and denoted TOMS360 in Figure 14, was obtained for each day of the year using a moving
time window technique. It was mapped by us into a monthly climatology for the purpose of this comparison.

For the interpretation of the results we first calculate the impact of potential errors in the radiometric
calibration. The sensitivity dA∕dR of the retrieved surface LER A to errors in the measured Earth reflectance R
can be calculated in a straightforward way from equation (3) by differentiation. This yields, after some algebra,
the following equation:

dA
dR

= (1 − As⋆)2

T
, (4)

with T and s⋆ as defined in section 3. We calculate these parameters for all wavelength bands, for nadir view
(𝜃=0∘), and for a solar zenith angle 𝜃0 =60∘. Furthermore, we assume an average, wavelength independent
value of A= 0.1 for the surface albedo. Assuming typical reflectance errors of 𝛿R=±0.01 and 𝛿R=±0.02, we
calculate the resulting error in the surface LER as 𝛿A ≈ (dA∕dR) ⋅ 𝛿R. The results for 𝛿A are plotted in Figure 14
as the four dashed curves.

Looking at the results, we find that almost all data points are well within the four error bars. The spread in the
values appears to follow the shape of the error bars in the wavelength dimension, pointing to differences in
radiometric calibration as the main reason for the systematic differences in surface LER. The GOME-2 surface
LER clearly has an offset of 0.01–0.02 for the wavelength bands below 400 nm. These wavelength bands all
originate from spectral channel 2. There is good agreement between the SCIAMACHY and OMI surface LER
databases. The radiometric calibration of the SCIAMACHY instrument has been studied and improved much in
the past, using satellite intercomparisons [Acarreta and Stammes, 2005; Noël et al., 2007; von Hoyningen-Huene
et al., 2007; Kokhanovsky et al., 2007; Tilstra and Stammes, 2006, 2007; Jourdan et al., 2007] and comparisons
with radiative transfer calculations [van Soest et al., 2005; Tilstra et al., 2005]. The radiometric calibration of
GOME-2 on the other hand has received much less attention. Indications that the radiometric calibration is not
perfect do exist [e.g., Cai et al., 2012]. It is therefore likely that the observed deviations are due to limitations
of the GOME-2 radiometric calibration.
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Table 4. Mean FRESCO v7 and v6 Cloud Data and Differences for 3 Days Global GOME-2B Dataa

ceff zc (km) 𝜒2 Δceff Δzc (km) Δ𝜒2 Number of

v6 v6 v6 v7−v6 v7−v6 v7−v6 Observations

Land 0.254 3.405 5.163 0.033 −0.518 −0.532 64,211

Icean 0.311 2.824 3.718 0.011 −0.154 −0.226 198,841

Sahara desert 0.184 2.415 7.883 0.005 0.019 −0.978 2,175

Australian desert 0.127 2.427 1.469 0.063 −1.213 −0.125 3,413

cg = 0 0.059 2.221 1.470 0.016 0.050 −0.327 18,540

0 < cg < 0.2 0.057 2.766 0.856 0.024 −0.649 −0.133 70,347

aThe GOME-2B data are from 17–19 October 2015. FRESCO v6 is equipped with the MERIS BSA
database; FRESCO v7 uses the GOME-2 surface LER database. ceff: effective cloud fraction, zc: cloud
height, 𝜒2: chi-square, cg: geometric cloud fraction. Snow/ice pixels as well as back scan pixels are
excluded. Sun glint pixels are excluded for the cases cg =0 and 0<cg< 0.2.

According to equation (4), the offset of ∼0.02 for the GOME-2 surface LER below 400 nm can already be
explained by a 0.01 calibration error in the reflectance. This is a relatively small error, but it is in line with the
claimed accuracy of 1% for the GOME-2 reflectance. Surface LER products are primarily used as input for satel-
lite retrievals of trace gases. It is likely that errors in the surface LER products cancel out when these satellite
retrievals are performed on the same instrument from which the surface LER databases were derived. For that
reason, we do not attempt to correct for the offset in the GOME-2 surface LER below 400 nm.

8. Application: FRESCO+

The Fast Retrieval Scheme for Clouds from the Oxygen A-band (FRESCO+) algorithm retrieves effective cloud
fraction and cloud pressure (cloud height) assuming that the cloud is a Lambertian reflector [Wang et al., 2008].
FRESCO+ relies on surface albedo input at 758 and 772 nm. The retrieved effective cloud fraction and cloud
pressure are very sensitive to the provided albedo values. We have applied the GOME-2 MODE-LER surface
albedo to FRESCO+ for GOME-2A/B and the SCIAMACHY MODE-LER to FRESCO+ for SCIAMACHY. This version
of FRESCO+ is called FRESCO version 7 (v7). In FRESCO version 6 (v6), the surface albedo over ocean is from
the GOME-1 surface LER database; over land it is from the MERIS black-sky albedo (BSA) database [Popp et al.,
2011]. The GOME-2B FRESCO v7 and v6 data from 17 to 19 October 2015 were analyzed to evaluate the impact
of the GOME-2 surface LER albedo on the cloud product.

In this comparison, we selected GOME-2B pixels located between 50∘S and 50∘N to prevent contamination
by sea ice. Pixels having a surface pressure smaller than 900 hPa were removed to avoid snow/ice in moun-
tain areas. All back scan pixels were removed. For the remaining pixels we separated land and ocean pixels
because different surface albedo databases are used in FRESCO v6 for land and ocean. Over land, we had
a closer look at the cloud data over desert areas because the MODE-LER is supposed to be better than the
MIN-LER in desert regions. Because the surface albedo has a larger impact on FRESCO retrievals for almost
cloud-free pixels, we also analyzed the difference of FRESCO v7 and v6 cloud data for pixels with geometric
cloud fraction less than 0.2, as well as for pixels for which the geometric cloud fraction was reported equal
to 0. The geometric cloud fractions were taken from the GOME-2 level 1 data, in which advanced very high res-
olution radiometer (AVHRR) geometric cloud fractions are made available for every PMD footprint. The AVHRR
cloud fractions for these PMD pixels were further averaged to fit the FRESCO footprints. The results of the com-
parison are summarized in Table 4. The listed values for the effective cloud fraction ceff and cloud height zc are
mean values.

As shown in Table 4, generally, FRESCO v7 retrieves a slightly larger effective cloud fraction than FRESCO v6.
This is because the GOME-2 surface LER values are typically lower than the GOME-1 surface LER values at
758/772 nm (cf. Figure 14). The 𝜒2 value is calculated from the residual of the reflectances; a smaller 𝜒2 value
suggests a better a fit (smaller residual). For all the analyzed data, the 𝜒2 values from FRESCO v7 are smaller
than those from FRESCO v6. This can be considered as an improvement of FRESCO v7 with respect to v6. Over
the Sahara desert, the large 𝜒2 of 7.9 in FRESCO v6 suggests that the algorithm may have nonconvergence
problems at some pixels; however, the results are improved in v7 with a𝜒2 value of 6.9. The𝜒2 value is smaller
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for the Australian desert because the surface albedo of the Australian desert is lower than that of the Sahara
desert (cf. Figure 7).

When the geometric cloud fraction is reported equal to 0 (cg = 0), FRESCO should also retrieve a zero effective
cloud fraction. However, the FRESCO v6 mean effective cloud fraction is about 0.06 and the mean cloud height
is about 2.2 km. In contrast, for scenes with a small amount of clouds (0<cg<0.2; cg =0.06) FRESCO v6 performs
better than for the completely cloud-free scenes. FRESCO sometimes retrieves slightly negative effective cloud
fraction for clear-sky pixels because of the approximations in the algorithm and the uncertainty in the surface
albedo. In FRESCO v7, the number of such negative effective cloud fractions is reduced. This is considered a
clear improvement.

9. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper we introduced two new global surface reflectivity climatologies intended to support the remote
sensing of trace gases and cloud and aerosol information. The GOME-2 surface LER database consists of
21 one nanometer wide wavelength bands and covers the wavelength range 335–772 nm. It is made for
each month of the year, has a resolution of 1∘ × 1∘, and relates to the period February 2007–June 2013.
The SCIAMACHY surface LER database is derived in an almost identical way but covers a longer wavelength
range: 335–1670 nm in 29 one nanometer wide wavelength bands and corresponds to the period August
2002 to March 2012. One basic assumption that is made in the retrieval of the surface reflectivity climatologies
is that the surface albedo is not changing from one year to the other. This seems to be a reasonable assump-
tion for most situations, but in some cases this assumption may break down. Another thing that needs to be
mentioned is that cloud shadows can affect the surface LER retrieved by the 1% cumulative approach [Kleipool
et al., 2008]. We expect that the impact is small in view of the relatively large footprint sizes of the GOME-2
and SCIAMACHY instruments.

The GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY surface LER databases contain two surface LER fields: a MIN-LER field and a
MODE-LER field (cf. section 3.3). The user must decide which one of these fields to use. The MODE-LER field
only differs from the MIN-LER field for desert and snow/ice regions. The MODE-LER is better suited over desert
areas than the MIN-LER. Over snow/ice regions it is less clear which of the two should be used. The MIN-LER is
by definition close to the lowest levels of snow/ice detected during the time periods covered by the databases.
The MODE-LER on the other hand is more representative for the average snow/ice levels.

The spatial, temporal, and spectral behavior of the surface LER databases were presented, and the character-
istic properties that were encountered could be explained. Moreover, we found good qualitative agreement
with other, earlier surface LER databases based on TOMS, GOME-1, and OMI data. By comparing the sur-
face LER products to these earlier databases in a quantitative way, we found good agreement with the OMI
database and reasonable agreement with the GOME-1 database. The GOME-2 surface LER database shows a
small but detectable offset of 0.01–0.02 below 400 nm, most likely caused by imperfections in the radiomet-
ric calibration of GOME-2 spectral channel 2. To put this into perspective, the systematic error is less than the
spread and comparable to the deviations between the other surface LER databases discussed in this paper.
The offset may be reduced in the future as GOME-2 level 1 data are still being improved regularly.

As an example of the use of the surface LER databases to remote sensing we included the databases in the
FRESCO algorithm, replacing the earlier GOME-1 surface LER database (used for pixels over sea) and the MERIS
BSA database (used for pixels over land). Most noticeable changes were a reduction in the residuals of the fits
and a reduction of the number of retrieved negative values for the effective cloud fraction.

Next to the GOME-2 surface LER database introduced in this paper, we have also produced a GOME-2 surface
LER product based on the PMD bands [Tilstra et al., 2015]. This PMD-LER is based on the same algorithm.
The 8 times smaller footprint size of the PMD measurements results in a further reduction of residual cloud
contamination. The smaller footprint size also allows a higher spatial resolution of the database grid: 0.5∘×0.5∘.
However, because the PMD bands are not monochromatic, spectrally fixed, and governed by a radiometric
calibration which is specific to the PMD bands and not necessarily consistent with the radiometric calibration
of the main science channels, this database is mostly suited to support GOME-2 PMD band retrievals.

An important goal for the future is to study and understand the viewing angle dependence of the surface
LER and to derive a viewing angle-dependent climatology of the BRDF. This would give the LER a more real-
istic geometrical dependence, but at the same time it would remain a LER by nature, and it would therefore
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remain to be fully applicable to radiative transfer models including Lambertian surface reflection. Also, as
more and more GOME-2 data are coming in (MetOp-A is still collecting data and MetOp-B was launched in
2012), merging of data will soon allow an increased spatial resolution of 0.5∘ ×0.5∘ for the GOME-2 surface LER.

Finally, we note that the surface LER databases may support retrievals of the TROPOspheric Monitoring
Instrument (TROPOMI) instrument [Veefkind et al., 2012], which is to be launched in 2017.
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